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Ethics is critical in any field of discipline. It’s a catalyst that causes individual to socially act responsibly. In business education, it is a crucial part of administration that explained to consider not only one’s human being but also that of others’ feelings and emotions. Likewise, a precept of the Golden Rule that do unto others what you have them do unto you. The routines of an individual are bounded with ethical values. This underscore the significance of embracing ethics in everyday activities.

Having ethics in education will prosper moral principles among teachers and learners. This will govern their actions and behavior in any activity or undertaking they will take into. Its application will serve as a backing support in regulating the educational system that warrants positive contribution towards human welfare.

Over the years, the Department of Education incessantly designing programs that aid both educators and learners to understand and be aware how ethics works in the school management system. Programs and activities have been aided by moral principles that permits harmonious working relationship among stakeholders.

Ethics in education value and influences behavior according to what is acceptable by the society thus securing the sound interest of both the educators and the learners.

Teacher as a person shaping the younger generation has to perform like a role model to preserve the honor, values and philosophy of the school while reaching educational goals thus sheering committed service to the teaching profession. Hence it is
relatively obvious that ethics is indispensable in the teaching career. Likewise, a great approach for discerning right from wrong.

Inherent ethical behavior teachers must possess are impartiality, fairness, respect, commitment to the job, patience, perseverance, confidentiality. Having all these acumens will prove that they are imparting valuable life lessons.
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